demonstrated by the presence of event eaneeling edges in SIGMA, the commercial software implementation of Event Graphs. This paper proposes an extension of the Event Graph methodology that will completely eliminate canceling edges without lcosing the functionality that canceling edges provide. Since this extension is formally developed within the Simulation Graph Model framework, it provides a general approach to handling event cancellation.
INTRODUCTION Event Graphs (EGs) have included event cancellation
constructs in the form of event canceling edges since their introduction (Schruben 1983) . Subsequent papers also include the canceling edge construct (Sargent 1988, Som and Sargent 1989) . After EGs were formalized and extended into Simulation Graphs (SGS) and Simulation Graph Models (SGMS), it was shown theoretically that event canceling edges were a modeling convenience but not a necessary modeling tool (Yueesan 1989, Yiicesan and Schruben 1992) . As a result, very little of the formal development work on EGs and SGMS directly addresses the issue of event cancellation. Recently, Savage and Schruben (1995) (Schruben 1995, page 75) inclludes the event canceling edge construct.
Since event canceling has some benefit in terms of modeling convenience this paper does not advocate its elimination altogether. Instead, the event canceling edge construct is eliminated and replaeed by a more general event eaneeling construct in the form of an edge execution condition.
Essentially, the edge exeeution condition is tested at the moment the event is scheduled to be executed. If the condition is true, the event is executd, if the condition is false the event is discarded without execution. Savage and Schruben (1995) . The remainder of the paper is organized m follows.
Section 2 provides a description of EGs and SGMS.
Section 3 introduces the new EG construct that includes an edge execution condition, extends SGMS to include this new construct, and provides the algorithm that demonstrates the complete simulation execution sequence.
Section 4 demonstrates the methodology on an example from Savage and Schruben (1995) . The example is deseribed using the canceling edge approach, the approach developed by Savage and Schruben (1995) , and the approach developed in this will be scheduled to oecnr t time units later" (Schruben 1983 ). The quantity t may assume the value zero, in which ease B happens at the same instant as A. Note that it is possible (and often neeessary) to specify an edge with no condition. The scheduling edge schedules the event vertex at the head of the edge in accordance with the time specitlcation with the edge "if condition (i) is true at the instant event A occurs, then the currently scheduled event B will be eaneeled t time units later" (Schruben 1983) . In most instances, t equals zero for the canceling edge (Schruben 1995, page 76) . The canceling edge is used to delete scheduled transactions that execute the vertex that is at the head of the edge. The canceling edge was added to the event graph framework to handle disruptions such as machine breakdowns.
Qt.,;,...@ As a result, very little of the formal development in SGS has focused directly on the canceling construct.
THE EDGE EXECUTION CONDITION
The basic construct in the modified event graph tiamework is shown in Figure 4 . As before, the nodes labeled A and B represent events and the edge speeifies that there is a relationship between the two events.
However, the construct is now interpreted as follows: "if condition (i) is true at the instant event A occurs, then event B will be scheduled to occur t time units later. Event B will be executed t time units later with the state variables in array n set equal to the values in array k if condition (j) is true t time units later." This simple modification is the basis for eliminating canceling edges in the simulation graph methodology. Using the notation of Yucesan and Schruben (1992) and Schruben and Yiteesan (1993) , let
is the set of vertiees and E(G) is the set of edges. G can be a multi-arc graph, meaning that more than one edge can conneet the same two vertiees flowing in the same dwection. Vertiees and edges ean have functions and attributes assigned to them. The function that is assigned to the vertices is: (i) fF = { f,;v e V(G)}, the set of state transitions functions associated with vertex v.
The functions assigned to the arcs are:
(i) C ={C~:e~E(G)}, the set of scheduling edge conditions. (ii) X ={X~:e c E(G)}, the set of execution edge conditions. (iii) 'T ={te:e e E(G)}, the set of edge delay times, and (iv) r = {y, :e = E(G)}, the set of event execution
priorities. With the modifications described above, the Simulation Graph Model (SGM) is now defined as J ={Rc,x%~,G} .
In contrast to Schruben and Yitcesan (1993) Step 7. Terminate the execution of the simulation if any of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) r exceeds T$,OP.
(ii) The simulation stopping condition, o, evaluates TRUE.
(iii) 4 is empty.
Otherwise, go to Step 1 of Execute.
4 EXAMPLE Savage and Schruben (1995) present an example in which they demonstrate a precedure to model canceling edges out of EGs. The same example will be used to demonstrate the edge execution condition approach. The example is one of a single server system that has two types of customers. Of the two types of customers, customer type 1, has the highest priority. If a type 2 customer is being served when a type 1 customer arrives, the type 2 customer is preempted by the type 1 customer and will wait until atl type 1 customers have been served. Figure 5 shows how this system can be modeled with a canceling edge (Savage and Schruben 1995) .
With a Canceling Edge
For this system, the state variables are: QI and Q2
The number of customers in each queue. 
RTIME
The remaining time in the service.
In this system, each type of customer has its own arrival distribution, ai. When a type 1 customer enters the system (ENT1), if there is a server available, the customer starts his serviee (ST1) and then finishes his service (LV1) after TS time has elapsed. When a type 2 customer enters the system (ENT2) and a server is available, then the type 2 customer starts his serviee (ST2) and is scheduled to finish his serviee TS time units later. However, if a type 1 customer enters the system while the server is busy with a type 2 customer, the type 1 customer preempts (PRE) the type 2 customer by taking the type 2 customer off of the future events list if the event the type 2 customer is scheduled to execute is LV2, The type 1 customer then is served for TS time units and then finishes his service (LVl). At the same time, the type 2 customer is scheduled to finish his serviee TS+RTIME units later. When a type 1 customer finishes service, one of three things can eccur. Fwst, if a type 2 customer was preempted (S==0) and there is another type 1 customer in the queue (Q1>O), then the type 2 customer that was previously preempted is preempted again and service is given to the new type 1 customer. Second, if there are new type 1 customers in the queue (Q1>O) and there was not a previous preemption (S==1), then the service is given to the next type 1 customer in the queue. Third, if there are no type 1 customers (Q1==O) and there are type 2 customers (Q2>O) and the server is available (S==1), then the service is given to the fwst type 2 customer in the queue. Figure 6 contains the Savage and Schruben (1995) model without canceling edges. They eliminate canceling edges by putting a chak event (CHK) in the model that will not allow a type 2 customer tc~leave the system (LV2) until no type 1 customers are in the system (S==0). The check event is processed whenever a type 1 customer is scheduled to leave the system. The actual execution of this model as intended is problematic due to the number of zero-time events and the lack of priorities on the arcs. Regardless, this method of eliminating the canceling edge should work with minor modifications. There are three basic problems with this solution. The fwst is that the modeler, and not the methodology, is responsible for eliminating the canceling edge. In many instance, this could be a challenging mcdeling exercise by itself. The seeond problem is that there is additional overhead in terms of scheduling the check event. The third problem is more philosophical, but one (Savage and Schruben, 1995) of the strengths of event graphs is that the events in the model usuaily correspond to events that occur in the actuai system being mcdeled. A check event never actually occurs in the physical system.
Without a CanceIing Edge

With Execution Conditions
The model with execution conditions, as they are outlined in this paper, is very straightforward. Figure 7 shows the model as it would be with execution conditions. In this system, the state variables are:
Q1 and Q2 The number of customers in each queue s Server status P
The number of preemptions that have occurred T
The type of customer being serviced ST The starting time in the service RT The remaining time in the service In this system, each type of customer has its own arrivai distribution, aj. When a type 1 customer enters the system (ENTl), if there is a server available (S==1), the customer starts his service (ST1) and then finishes his service (LVl) after tl time has elapsed. When a type 2 customer enters the system (ENT2) and a server is available (S== 1), then the type 2 customer starts his service (ST2) and is scheduled to finish his service TS time units later. When the event is scheduled, the number of preemptions that have occurred (P) is stored in attribute 1 (A(l) 
Canceling Edge Elimination Methods
Assuming that scheduling events is the most time consuming task in a simulation, then the model with execution conditions should be able to outperform equivalent models that use either canceling edges or the approach suggest by Savage and Schruben (1995) . At this point it is difllcult to make a more definitive statement but these preliminary results look promising.
A more thorough analysis of the comlputationa.1 requirements of these methods is the subject of ongoing research. 
CONCLUSION
